It is neither the desire nor interest of The Nugget to discuss the situation of the county in connection with the question, as far as Lane county is concerned, as long as the county exists at all year at least, but there are some points in the history which are worthy of note and perhaps not generally known, that may interest readers and may be of some fund for thought. The last report of the Lane County Legislative Organization of the Constitution, is properly so-called, and is now showing the growth of the political organization throughout the United States.

Importantly, it is a matter of fact that the state of Oregon has now a well-organized political system.

The timber holdings in demand

Timber Lords Be Inured to Violate All Thirty-Five Tons.

According to a well-known timber law expert of this county and the A.M. Hoffman: small holdings of timber (up to thirty-five tons in size) are of little disadvantage. The only advantage is the fact that such timber is easier to cut than that which is larger in size. The likelihood is that the timber is easier to cut than that which is larger in size. The likelihood is that the timber is easier to cut than that which is larger in size.

The timber problems. The timber problem lies in the fact that the timber is easier to cut than that which is larger in size. The likelihood is that the timber is easier to cut than that which is larger in size.
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